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About Korea EMI

VISION STATEMENT

Protecting lives and sensitive equipment worldwide

CORE VALUES

* Integrity : We do what is right when no one is watching.

* Innovation : We value creatitity in all areas while seeking out new possibilities and solution.

* Excellence : We continually pursue our maximum potential by redefining our goals and

expectations.

* Stewardship: We strive to create an environment that helps people reach their full potential.

* Passion: Having an intense desire to successfully execute all other core values.

STORY

Since 1990, Korea EMI has been providing solutions to the lightning protection and grounding

industries. We have experience in all facets of these markets including engineering, systems design,

product manufacturing and installation. Our engineering department provides design services for

engineers and contractors domestically, as well as internationally. We strive to stay on the cutting

edge of technology, offering designs in the latest AutoCAD format. We use only the finest materials

in the manufacture of our equipment. Whether the parts are cast, formed or stamped, you can be

assured if it's made/supplied by Korea EMI, its quality. We truly believe the customer is the

company. We constantly monitor customer service, especially our response time. It is Korea EMI's

ultimate goal to ensure that our customers receive the highest quality products in a time frame that

fits their requirements

CORPORATE & MANUFACTURING

Located approximately

50km from Seoul, is our

corporate office and

2,500 square meters

manufacturing facility.
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Mission Statement

Striving to produce the best lightning protection and grounding solutions possible in a manner that

honors God.

Lightning protection equipment

Innovative, installer-friendly components make

Korea EMI the leading provider of lightning

protection equipment. These products are also

backed by the foremost lightning protection

design department in the world today.

Lightning protection & grounding conductors

The conductor is considered as the most important component of any lightning protection and

earthing system. The most commonly used conductors are

flat copper tapes or soft drawn stranded copper cables.

Flat copper tape is considered as the most efficient

conductor as it provides greater surface contact with

the surrounding soil which assists greatly in the

dissipation of induced energy.

Grounding busbars

Today’s sensitive electronic environments require specialized

bonding and grounding techniques. Understanding high frequency,

equipotential ground planes and signal reference subsystems are

imperative when protecting sophisticated electronic systems;

grounding busbars play an important role.

Exothermic welding

A EXOWELD welded connection produces a joint, or connection,

superior in performance to mechanical, presure type surface-to-

surface contact connector or brazed connectioins. By virtue of its

molecular bond, a EXOWELD connection will not loosen or corrode,

with the resultant increase in resistace,over the lifetime of the

connection - even under the harshest of condition.

As a result, EXOWELD connections replace several alternative, but

lesser quality and usually higher priced, methods of joining

conductors for electrical purposes such as ;

1. Brazing

2. Bolted type

3. Crimp type

4. Circumferential compression type.
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MARKETS

Korea EMI is renown around the world as a leading supplier of lightning protection, grounding, and

bonding materials. With our innovative product lines such as EXOWELD you can be confident you

are getting the absolute best for your lightning protection, grounding, and bonding projects.

COMMERCIAL

Since 1990, Korea EMI has provided the best structural lightning

protection, bonding, and grounding for commercial applications.

INDUSTRIAL

Korea EMI has the products and expertise necessary to

address your projects where environmental corrosion is a concern.

UTILITY

A well designed equipotential grounding and bonding system is

crucial for protecting personnel during fault conditions.

RAIL

From custom power or signal jumpers to exothermically

welded connections, Korea EMI can assist with your rail

bonding and grounding needs.

DATACOM

Today’s electronic environments require specialized grounding

applications. Korea EMI has the knowledge and products

required to protect these sensitive systems.

WIRELESS

Wireless sites demand a low impedance lightning protection,

bonding and grounding system to maintain critically important up-times.

OIL & GAS

An effective lightning protection, bonding and grounding system

s paramount to protecting our infrastructure.

SPORTS FACILITIES STADIUM/GOLF COURSE

MILITARY RADAR SITE SUSPENSION BRIDGE

RENEWABLE ENERGY
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PRODUCTS

LIGHTNING PROTECTION

Innovative, installer-friendly components make Korea EMI the leading provider of lightning protection

equipment. These products are also backed by the foremost lightning protection design department in

the world today. We have long been one of the leading providers of structural lightning protection for

commercial buildings. In fact, many of the Korea's tallest structures such as the contral Tower of

Incheon International air port, and the three lightning protective towers of Naro space center in

Goheong are protected with Korea EMI systems.

Air Terminals

Notes : x = Length, xx = Thread (16 or NA)

ESE Air Terminal

Fixings & CONNECTIONS

Ordering Code Description

STORMASTER-ESE-15-SS Stormaster,ESE15,Air Terminal, Stainless steel

STORMASTER-ESE-30-SS Stormaster,ESE15,Air Terminal, Stainless steel

STORMASTER-ESE-50-SS Stormaster,ESE15,Air Terminal, Stainless steel

STORMASTER-ESE-60-SS Stormaster,ESE15,Air Terminal, Stainless steel

AIR TERMINAL TESTER Air Terminal Tester

Norminal

Diameter
Tip Material Length Thread Product code

14mm Pointed Copper Optional 16mm or NA C14P-x-xx

14mm Blunt Copper Optional 16mm or NA C14B-x-xx

16mm Pointed Copper Optional 16mm or NA C16P-x-xx

16mm Blunt Copper Optional 16mm or NA C16B-x-xx
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Ordering Code Material Description

ATB16C Copper Alloy Air Terminal Base, M16

CTC253C Copper Alloy Tape Clamp, 25x3mm

STC253C Copper Alloy Square Tape Clamp, 25x3mm

OTC253C Copper Alloy Oblong Test Clamp, 25x3mm



LIGHTNING DETECTION

LWS MK-II and MK-IV are local warning instrument designed to provide early warning of an

approaching storm front that contains lightning discharges. It has been designed to provide

protection for personnel and equipment.

Early warning of lightning in close proximity allows appropriate safety precautions to be implemented

by those involved in a diverse range of activities, mining, construction, quarrying, seismic surveying,

oil and gas exploration, oil and gas production, ship loading, where explosives are being used and

for those engaged in outdoor recreational activities like golf or soccer.

Lightning Warning System is microprocessor controlled which provides concise easily understood

alarms; it provides an alarm situation when the internal analysis of prevailing conditions indicates the

approach of lightning.

The system antenna senses alterations in the electric field strength and also detects both near and

far lightning discharges. An alarm is triggered when either the static field changes or when a far or

nearby lightning discharge is detected. Two levels of alarm status are provided by the system.

Ordering Code Description Remarks

LWS MK-II Lightning Warning System MK-II Non Directional, 0~10< V-m

LWS MK-IV Lightning Warning System MK-IV Under Development

LSR-II Lightning Strike Recorder 6 digit, 8/20µs 1000A
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GROUNDING AND BONDING

Korea EMI offers a comprehensive grounding and bonding product line with grounding busbars,

conductors, mechanical grounding components, and grounding electrodes. Korea EMI is the leading

supplier of high-quality custom ground bars in the country. Today’s sensitive electronic environments

require specialized bonding and grounding techniques. Our extensive experience and knowledge in

these areas are imperative when protecting sophisticated electronic systems.

Bare Copper Tape

Stranded Copper Cable

Chemical Ground Rod

Backfill powder

GENEARTH : Packed in 25kg bags

Ground enhancement material proven low resistivity and high
conductivity.

- Permanent / Environmentally Safe

- Effective / Easy to use

Cross Sectional

Area(mm²)
Stranding

Weight per

meter(kg)

Ordering

Code

16 7/1.7 0.15 SCC16

25 7/2.14 0.23 SCC25

50 19/1.78 0.43 SCC50

70 19/2.14 0.62 SCC70

95 19/2.52 0.86 SCC95

120 37/2.03 1.09 SCC120

Size
Weight per

Meter (kg)

STD Coil

size (m)
Ordering Code

20 x 3 0.53 100 CT203

25 x 3 0.67 100 CT253

50 x 3 1.33 50 CT503

50 x 6 2.67 20 CT506

Ordering Code

H - 03 - U - 1 - K

H : Style Vertical or Horizontal or Extended

03 : Length of Electrode in meter (3,6,9,12m etc)

U : Pigtail Direction, Up or Down

1 : Pigtail length in meter

60 : Conductor size of pigtail (mm²)

K : Kit or Bare for electrode only

Individual Components

Bentonite : 25 kg pack

Backfill Powder : 25 kg pack

Electrolytic Salts : 5 kg pack
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EXOTHERMIC WELDING

EXOWELD® Exothermic welding is a cost effective method of completing a high quality electrical

connection. The process is simple to follow and through the use of a high temperature reaction a

long lasting, quality electrical bond is created between conductors

Advantages

1 Does not deteriorate with age since the connections are permanent.

2 Does not loosen as the EXOWELD connections create a permanent molecular bond.

3 Excellent corrosion resistance.

4 Electrical characteristics are higher than typical mechanical connections.

5 Does not increase resistance above that of the conductor.

6 No external power or heat is required to make connections.

7 Quality can be assessed visually.

8 Easy and simple to install.

● Refer to EXOWELD brochure for full details on the range of available connection type and

products.

Making an EXOWELD Connection
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Exothermic welding process

The exothermic welding process is a method of making

electrical connections of copper to copper or copper to steel

in which no outside source of heat or power is equired.

In this process, granular metals (granular copper oxide and

aluminium) are placed from a container into a graphite

crucible and ignited.

The eduction of copper oxide by the aluminium (exothermic

reaction) produces molten copper and aluminium oxide slag.

The slag floats to the surface and the disk melts, allowing

molten copper to flow into the weld cavity and complete

the weld. The weld is allowed to solidify. The mold is

removed and made ready for the next weld.

An EXOWELD connection is a perfact

molecular bond which provides permanent

conductivity over the whole section of the

weld, due to molecular bonding between

the metal surfaces.

Cross sectional view of an EXOWELD mold, showing the

starting powder together with the welding powder being held

in position within the crucible by the sacrificial disk.

Conductors are also in place within the weld cavity, ready for

ignition of the starting powder.

The Starting Powder has an ignition temperature of +450°C

and the Welding Powder an ignition Temperature of +900°C.

The combination of the starting and welding materials

produces a reaction temperature of +2200°C which initiates

the molecular bonding between conductors.
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